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Abstract 1	

We wish to answer the fairly complicated question of whether global warming and an increased 2	

freshwater flux cause Northern Hemispheric warming or cooling.  Starting from the assumption 3	

of the ocean as the primary source of variability in the Northern hemispheric ocean–atmosphere 4	

coupled system, we employed a simple non–linear one–dimensional coupled ocean–atmosphere 5	

model similar to the “Aqua Planet” model but with additional advective heat transports. The 6	

simplicity of this model allows us to analytically predict the evolution of many dynamical 7	

variables of interest such as, the strength of the Atlantic Meridional overturning circulation 8	

(AMOC), temperatures of the ocean and atmosphere, mass transports, salinity, and ocean–9	

atmosphere heat fluxes. Model results show that a reduced AMOC transport due to an increased 10	

freshwater flux causes cooling in both the atmosphere and ocean in the North Atlantic (NA) 11	

deep–water formation region. Cooling in both the ocean and atmosphere can cause a reduction of 12	

the ocean–atmosphere temperature difference, which in turn reduces heat fluxes in both the 13	

ocean and atmosphere. For present day climate parameters, the calculated critical freshwater flux 14	

needed to arrest AMOC is 0.14 Sv. Assuming a constant atmospheric zonal flow, there is both 15	

minimal reduction in the AMOC strength, as well as minimal warming of the ocean and 16	

atmosphere.  17	

This model provides a conceptual framework for a dynamically sound response of the ocean and 18	

atmosphere to AMOC variability as a function of increased freshwater flux. The results are 19	

qualitatively consistent with numerous realistic coupled numerical models of varying 20	

complexity.  21	

KEY WORDS: AMOC, simple models, freshwater flux  22	
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1. Introduction 23	

Understanding the variability of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is key 24	

to understanding the profound implications of climate variability. The AMOC, which varies over 25	

a range of time scales, is responsible for the poleward heat transport in the subtropical North 26	

Atlantic (NA) regulating climate in northwestern Europe. The deep southward outflow of cold 27	

North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) is balanced by a warm influx of northward surface flow 28	

from the south (e.g. Gulf Stream). This circulation regulates the equator-to-pole heat imbalance, 29	

and results in a mild climate over northwestern Europe. 30	

a. Motivation  31	

Motivation for this study was fueled by Rahmstorf et al., 2015’s findings – based on several lines 32	

of observations – that, slowing of the AMOC due to freshwater released from melting Greenland 33	

ice sheets resulted in cooling over northwestern Europe. Here we shall illuminate how a 34	

reduction in the AMOC strength can cause local cooling near the convection site despite global 35	

warming.  36	

A simple box model corresponding to the coupled ocean–atmosphere system will be used to 37	

quantify the slowing of the AMOC due to an increasing freshwater flux. The significance of this 38	

one-dimensional non-linear model lies in its analytical solutions, which are in agreement with 39	

previous observational and numerical studies (e.g., Rahmstorf et al., 2015; Rahmstorf, 2006, 40	

Rahmstorf, 1996).  The interpretation of our model results will add to the current debate on 41	

global warming that was peeked in with the discussion of global cooling (rapid end of 42	

interglacial period) in early 1970s  (e.g. Kukla and Mathews, 1972). 43	

 44	
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b. Connection to global warming 45	

Both current (5th) and previous (4th) Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 46	

reports suggest a slowdown of the AMOC in the 21st century is “very likely” (90% probability), 47	

due to global warming attributed to human activities. The IPCC predicts a 12%-54% slowdown 48	

by 2100 if emissions continue at the current rate. Cubasch et al., 2001 suggested, based on 49	

coupled climate models, that the slowing of the AMOC is a result of anthropogenic increases in 50	

atmospheric CO2. Vellinga and Wood, 2002 suggested that shutting down of the AMOC would 51	

result in a 4-80C cooling over northwest Europe. 52	

c. Background - Observations 53	

Based on ice and sediment cores, Bard, 2002 showed that over the past 110,000 years 54	

temperature fluctuations of the Greenland atmosphere, which paralleled temperature fluctuations 55	

of the NA sea surface, (Fig. 1) are an indication of different modes of the AMOC. Temperature 56	

minima recorded prior to the Holocene (11000 years before present) were a result of deglaciation 57	

releasing huge sheets of ice into the NA Ocean (also known as Heinrich events). These Heinrich 58	

events reduced the strength of the AMOC and hence cooled the NA region. However, the 59	

opening of the Bering Strait at the beginning of the Holocene (Fig. 1) caused an abrupt increase 60	

in temperature of both the ocean and atmosphere (De Boer and Nof, 2004, hereafter DN04; 61	

Sandal and Nof, 2008a, hereafter SN08a) and stabilized the AMOC.  62	

The first observational estimates of the AMOC provided us with both its structure and 63	

magnitude, however, due to a scarcity of snapshots, limited information was available on AMOC 64	

variability (Bryden and Hall, 1980; Roemmich and Wunsch, 1985). Initial estimates were based 65	

on transatlantic hydrographic sections, and continuous measurement of AMOC variability started 66	
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in 2004 (Cunningham et al., 2007) at 260N. The Rapid Climate Change-Meridional Overturning 67	

Circulation and Heat flux Array (RAPID-MOCHA) observational program at 260N (started in 68	

2004) provides a continuous observational system for measuring AMOC strength over a range of 69	

time scales (Johns et al., 2011; McCarthy et al., 2015). Using five hydrographic sections at 260N 70	

from 1957-2004, Bryden et al., 2005 suggested the AMOC has slowed by 30%. Cunningham et 71	

al., 2007 propose this 30% reduction to be part of the sub-annual variability of the AMOC. Using 72	

RAPID observations, Smeed et al., 2004 calculated the AMOC to be slowing at a rate of 0.5 73	

Sv/yr. Recently, Frajka‐Williams, 2015 showed that by using satellite Sea Surface Height (SSH) 74	

data, over large spatial and temporal scales, to measure AMOC strength, recovers 90% of the 75	

variability obtained from the RAPID array. 76	

d. Background - Modeling 77	

Over the past few decades, there have been numerous studies attempting to understand the 78	

AMOC variability, partly due to the development of sophisticated numerical models. 79	

Consequently, a variety of complementary models have been developed, ranging in complexity 80	

from simple conceptual models (Stommel, 1961) to complex three-dimensional models that 81	

simulate physical, chemical, and biological components (e.g. Rahmstorf et al., 2005; Stouffer et 82	

al., 2006; Gregory et al., 2005; Meehl et al., 2007; Schmittner et al., 2005; Schneider et al., 2007; 83	

Cheng at al., 2013). Though high-resolution numerical models provide a more realistic picture of 84	

the variability, they lack the ability to provide detailed understanding of individual processes. 85	

For this reason simple mathematical models are employed, as they are capable of detailed 86	

examination of physical and thermodynamic processes. Stommel, 1961 first proposed a classical 87	

conceptual box model for the AMOC variability. There are only a few conceptual models 88	

adapted to the AMOC variability that couple ocean-atmosphere moisture and heat budgets (e.g. 89	
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Nakamura et al., 1994; Marotzke and Stone, 1995; Marotzke, 1996; Rahmstorf, 1996; 90	

Krasovskiy and Stone, 1998; Shaffer and Olsen, 2001; Zickfeld et al., 2004; Longworth et al., 91	

2005; Taboada and Lorenzo, 2005; Lucarini and Stone, 2005; Colin de Verdie`re, 2010; Stone 92	

and Krasovskiy, 2011; Ou, 2012). In the above referenced models, the parameterization for 93	

thermohaline circulation was based on the horizontal pressure gradient, and ocean–atmosphere 94	

coupling was achieved through restoring surface boundary conditions (as proposed by Haney, 95	

1971).  96	

In other conceptual models, thermohaline circulation was parameterized using Southern Ocean 97	

winds (De Boer and Nof, 2004; Sandal and Nof, 2008b, hereafter SN08b).  In SN08a, b and Nof 98	

et al., 2010, ocean–atmosphere coupling was achieved by requiring an identical ocean and 99	

atmospheric transport in the Ekman layers of both the ocean and atmosphere, defined as a 100	

relaxation closure condition. In both studies, the authors only included sensible and latent heat 101	

transfer at the surface, removing any heat transfer associated with radiation. Justification for this 102	

was based on heat flux maps of the global ocean (Nof et al., 2010). SN08a, b and Nof et al., 103	

2010, found that atmospheric warming in the vicinity of the convection site occurred (~O (1000 104	

km)) in response to a slowing of the AMOC due to freshwater input. The corresponding warming 105	

is approximately 30C for a 50% reduction in mass transport. Nof et al., 2010 studied the closure 106	

condition used in SN08a, b by changing the mass transport ratios. They found that in extreme 107	

conditions where the atmospheric transport is independent of the AMOC, both the atmosphere 108	

and ocean cool weakly and the corresponding reduction in heat flux is negligible. Using an 109	

idealized box model, Behl et al., 2014 argued that there is an “asymptotic state” where a decrease 110	

in the AMOC transport does not cause substantial change in the convective atmospheric 111	

transport, the outgoing atmospheric temperature, nor the heat flux from the ocean to the 112	
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atmosphere at the convection site. Their model differed from SN08a and Nof et al., 2010 by 113	

taking into account buoyancy driven convection in the atmosphere. However, they eliminated 114	

ocean convection and freshwater forcing, assuming ocean transport to be an independent 115	

variable. 116	

We present here a dynamically sound response of the ocean and atmosphere to the AMOC 117	

variability using a simple model with intermediate complexity. Our model is an extension of 118	

SN08a, b and Nof et al., 2010 but without the closure condition used in their models. We also 119	

eliminated advective atmospheric heat transport, which we show later varies minimally under the 120	

extreme condition of constant atmospheric transport. The ocean and atmosphere are coupled 121	

through surface heat fluxes, namely, sensible heat, latent heat, and surface long-wave radiation. 122	

Thus, the atmospheric model receives heat from the ocean surface and the top of the atmosphere. 123	

We shall argue here, that the reduction in the AMOC due to an increasing freshwater flux indeed 124	

causes cooling in the convection region and the atmosphere above it. 125	

e. Current approach 126	

The present study offers a means to quantify the slowing of the AMOC and the resultant oceanic 127	

and atmospheric temperature change in the deep-water formation region in the NA Ocean, using 128	

a nonlinear, coupled ocean-atmosphere model. Resulting algebraic equations provide analytical 129	

solutions for ocean and atmospheric temperatures and deep-water formation rate.  130	

Our conceptual climate model is an extension of SN08a, b and Nof et al., 2010. Note that, unlike 131	

the above-mentioned studies, our modeled ocean and atmosphere imply a radiative heat transfer 132	

(Fig. 3). The coupled model is forced only by the ocean and hence we do not utilize the key 133	

closure condition - given as equal mass transport in both Ekman layers of the ocean and 134	
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atmosphere - used in SN08a, b. We shall, however, simplify the model by using two extreme 135	

conditions, zero and constant atmospheric transport. Our atmospheric model receives heat from 136	

both the ocean surface and the top of the atmosphere, and contains no advective or convective 137	

heat transports. Surface coupling through heat fluxes at the surface eliminates the need for the 138	

closure condition employed in SN08a, b. As in SN08b, we incorporate the island rule (Godfrey, 139	

1989; Nof, 2000) to calculate ocean transport into the deep-water formation region. The NA 140	

deep-water formation region is treated as a box that receives warm salty water from the southern 141	

ocean and cold fresh water from the Pacific Ocean (through the Bering Strait). Heat, mass, and 142	

salt are all conserved within the ocean box, and a convection condition allows movement of 143	

water from the surface layer to the bottom layer. The atmosphere above the deep-water 144	

formation region is in equilibrium with the ocean, with ocean-atmosphere communication 145	

occurring via surface heat fluxes. The atmospheric component is a zonally averaged 146	

simplification of the two-dimensional atmospheric model developed by Fanning and Weaver, 147	

1996, hereafter, FW96.  Here the atmosphere receives solar radiation at the top, where some is 148	

reemitted back to space through long-wave radiation. We will look for energy balance equations 149	

for both the atmosphere and ocean. All heat transfer processes are parameterized using surface 150	

water and atmospheric temperatures.  151	

Section 2 of this chapter describes the coupled ocean and atmospheric model in detail, where 152	

section 2a deals with the island rule calculations and section 2b and 2c the governing heat and 153	

salt equations, respectively. Although the resulting equations are algebraic, they are not easily 154	

solved. Thus, in section 3, we shall use a perturbation method and linearize the system around a 155	

mean state, where the mean state is simply the condition with zero horizontal influx of heat or 156	

salt. From the linearized equations we obtain analytical solutions for an open Bering Strait. In 157	
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section 4, evolution of the analytical solutions to a variable freshwater flux is discussed. Lastly, 158	

section 5 of this paper shall describe the AMOC variability and resulting ocean-atmosphere 159	

response under the extreme condition of a constant zonal advective atmospheric transport. 160	

2. Model 161	

a. Adaptation of the Thermodynamic Island Rule  162	

Our focus in this section is to include the effects of horizontal influx of mass, heat, and salt into 163	

the deep-water formation region from the South Atlantic and Pacific Oceans to the “Aqua 164	

Planet” model, assuming an open Bering Strait. To this end, we will apply the “Thermodynamic 165	

Island Rule” used in DN04, which is an extension of the original island rule developed by 166	

Godfrey, 1989. In order to eliminate the frictional western boundary current, Godfrey, 1989 167	

integrated the linearized steady state horizontal momentum equations along a closed path (Fig. 168	

2). Thus, circulation around the island is obtained in terms of the wind field along the closed 169	

path. 170	

For ease of understanding, the DN04 method is described below. As in DN04, sinking is allowed 171	

in the eastern side of the basin. The circulation around the island is given as a function of mass 172	

influx (from both the South and the North) and sinking. Upwelling is not allowed inside the 173	

closed path but is allowed outside. Integration of the linearized Boussinesq momentum equation 174	

for a stratified fluid from the surface to a fixed level (above bathymetry at a zero stress level) 175	

gives 176	

andxPfV x
W τρ +∂−∂=− /           (1) 177	

,/ RVyPfU y
W −+∂−∂= τρ           (2) 178	
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where U and V are the depth integrated zonal and meridional velocities, respectively, P is the 179	

depth-integrated pressure (from the surface to the zero stress level), Wρ  is the mean density of 180	

sea water, yx ττ and   are horizontal and meridional surface wind stress, respectively, and R is a 181	

frictional parameter.  182	

Now, we integrate Eq. (1) along the lines AB and CD (Fig. 2) and Eq. (2) along the lines BC and 183	

DA. Adding the resulting equations to eliminate the pressure terms we get, 184	

 ,drQfQf r
NNWSSW ∫=−− τρρ         (3) 185	

where the subscripts ‘N’ and ‘S’ refer to the southern and northern margins of the Atlantic 186	

Ocean, Q is the equatorward upper layer mass transport through the margins,  f is the Coriolis 187	

parameter, and τ r!∫ dr  is the cyclonic integrated wind stress along the closed path.  188	

As in DN04 and SN08b, we assume any transport due to mixing that generates upwelling and 189	

downwelling, is small compared to the AMOC transport. Hence, upper layer transports from the 190	

Southern and Northern tips of the Atlantic Ocean are balanced by the AMOC transport, which is 191	

generated at the deep-water formation region (500 N-700 N). Using this, we obtain mass 192	

conservation for the deep-water formation region (denoted as a rectangular box in Fig. 2), 193	

QN +QS +FW =W           (4) 194	

where FW is freshwater flux and W is the deep-water formation rate within the NA box. 195	

Combining Eqs. (3) and (4), we get 196	

( )[ ] ( ) andffFWfdrQ SNwWNw
r

S −−+= ∫ ρρτ /      (5) 197	
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( )[ ] ( ) ./ SNwWSw
r

N ffFWfdrQ −−+−= ∫ ρρτ       (6) 198	

b. Thermodynamic equations for the coupled air – sea model 199	

To implement air–sea interactions in the deep-water formation region in the NA Ocean, we use 200	

an energy balanced, coupled climate model with a one-dimensional box model, in which the 201	

mixed (oceanic) surface layer is physically in contact with both the uniformly mixed atmospheric 202	

layer, as well as the deep ocean (below 3000m). The model is forced with solar radiation and 203	

contains two independent state variables: atmospheric surface temperature (Ta) and sea surface 204	

temperature (Tw). Surface heat fluxes allow interaction between the ocean and atmosphere (Fig. 205	

3), while the oceanic box conserves mass, heat and salt.  206	

The heat content in the atmospheric column is given by 207	

,LHEPLWsSHaSW
a

aaa QQIQQ
t
T

CpH +−++=
∂

∂
ρ       (7) 208	

where ρ is constant density, H is constant scale height, Cp is the specific heat capacity at constant 209	

pressure, T is temperature, QSWa
is absorbed atmospheric shortwave radiation, QSH is surface 210	

sensible heat, Is  is net long-wave flux released to the atmosphere, QPLW is net long-wave 211	

radiation escaping into space, and QLHE is latent heat due to evaporation. Here the subscript ‘a’ 212	

refers to the atmosphere.  213	

Heat content in the surface ocean column is expressed as 214	

( ) ,LHEsSHoSWwNNSS
www

www QIQQWTTQTQ
A
Cp

t
T

CpH −−−+−+=
∂

∂ ρ
ρ    (8) 215	
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where the subscript ‘w’ refers to the ocean surface, QSWo
 is absorbed oceanic shortwave 216	

radiation, A is the surface area of the convection region in the NA Ocean,  and TN, and TS, are 217	

incoming water temperatures into the NA box. Here subscripts ‘N’ and ‘S’ refer to the Northern 218	

and Southern tips of the model domain given by AB and CD respectively (Fig. 2). 219	

i. Sensible and latent heat 220	

Traditional aerodynamic bulk formulae are used to calculate sensible (QSH) and latent heat 221	

(QLHE) fluxes. Thus, sensible heat flux at the surface is 222	

),( awahaSH TTUCpCQ −= ρ          (9) 223	

where Ch is the transfer coefficient for temperature and U is wind speed at 10m.  224	

Latent heat released due to evaporation at the surface is given by the bulk parameterization,  225	

),( awDEaLHE qqUCLQ −= υρ          (10) 226	

where,  Lν is latent heat of evaporation, CDE is the transfer coefficient for humidity, and q is 227	

specific humidity. The subscripts ‘w’ and ‘a’ refer to the ocean and air surface at the boundary 228	

level, respectively. Latent heat depends on saturation vapor pressure, which in turn depends on 229	

surface temperature. An expression for latent heat is obtained following the Hartmann, 1994 230	

simplification approach (readers may refer to section 4.6 in Hartmann,1994 for a more detailed 231	

derivation), given as 232	

,)()1(
*

*

⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡
−

∂

∂
+−= aw

wT

w
wDEaLHE TT

T
q

RHRHqUCLQ υρ      (11) 233	
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where RH is relative humidity (0 < RH <1) and the saturation vapor-mixing ratio at the surface 234	

is given by q*. Eq. (11) has two constraints. First, QLHE is a positive quantity, hence the 235	

condition Tw > Ta, must be satisfied at all times. Secondly, although RH changes with 236	

temperature we assume RH to be constant over the box, as it varies slowly with temperature. 237	

Thus, throughout our calculations, we assume RH=0.85 or above. 238	

Note that, the saturation vapor pressure is given by the Clasius-Clapeyron relationship239	

( )( )( )wTTRL /1/1/exp e=e 00s −υυ , where, es is surface vapor pressure, e0 is a reference vapor 240	

pressure, T0 is a reference temperature, and Rν is the gas constant.  241	

By definition, saturation vapor pressure qW
*( )  is given by asw Peq /* ε= , where ε is a constant 242	

obtained from the ratio of Rd /Rν , Rd is the dry air constant, and P is surface pressure. Therefore, 243	

the corresponding Bowen ratio (Be) is ( )( ) 1* // −

wwa dTdqLCp υ . 244	

Using this we can simplify Eq. (11) to  245	

.)(
*
*

)1(* ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−+−= aw

a
wDEaLHE TT

LBe
CpRH

RHqUCLQ
υ

υ ρ      (12) 246	

Linearization of Eqs. (10-12) will be performed in section 3, providing us with analytical 247	

solutions.  248	

ii. Surface and planetary long-wave radiation 249	

Long-wave radiation is emitted both by the ocean surface and the atmosphere. From the ocean, 250	

emitted long-wave radiation can either be absorbed by the atmosphere or escape into space. The 251	

atmosphere, on the other hand, reemits absorbed radiation both in an upward and downward 252	
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direction. In this study, the FW96 parameterization is used to find an exact solution, which 253	

means all mechanisms are parameterized based on surface atmospheric temperature (Ta).  254	

Long-wave radiation emitted by the ocean surface is absorbed by greenhouse gasses in the 255	

atmosphere and then reemitted back to the ocean. Thus, net long-wave radiation at the ocean 256	

surface (Is) is 257	

,44
aawws TTI σεσε −=           (13) 258	

where εw is the emissivity of the ocean surface and εa is atmospheric emissivity.  259	

Planetary long-wave emission to space is modeled as gray body radiation 260	

,4aPPLW TQ σε=           (14) 261	

where Pε  is planetary emissivity. Planetary emissivity will be derived from a balance between 262	

net solar radiation and outgoing blackbody radiation.  263	

c. Salt conservation for the ocean 264	

Salt conservation in the surface ocean box is expressed as, 265	

,S
v
WS

v
Q

S
v
Q

t
S

N
N

S
S −+=

∂

∂

         (15) 266	

where S and v are salinity and volume of the surface ocean box, respectively, and SN and SS are 267	

the incoming seawater salinities in the NA box. Subscripts ‘N’ and ‘S’ refer to the Northern and 268	

Southern tips of the model domain given by AB and CD respectively (Fig. 2).  269	

 270	
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d. Convection condition 271	

As in DN04 and SN08b, we will use the linearized equation of state. Convection is a direct result 272	

of an unstable temperature difference caused by heat exchange in the surface ocean box. This can 273	

be written as 274	

( )( ),/ bbw SSTT −+= αβ          (2.16) 275	

where subscripts ‘b’  and ‘w’ refer to the bottom and surface layers of the ocean, respectively, T 276	

is temperature, S is salinity, and β and α are the expansion coefficients for salinity and heat, 277	

respectively.  278	

3. Analytical Solution to AMOC 279	

Asf Above we have a set of six equations, (5), (6), (7), (8), (15), and (16), for six unknowns, 280	

Tw,Ta,S,QN ,QS, and W , which are the independent variables of our problem. Although these 281	

equations are algebraic, they are also nonlinear. Attempts at removing variables and thus forming 282	

a reduced and more compact system of equations produced highly nonlinear equations with no 283	

analytical solution. The conventional way of solving a system of nonlinear equations is to adapt a 284	

numerical scheme.   285	

Since our goal is to obtain analytical solutions, we linearize temperatures and salinity around a 286	

mean value obtained from zero horizontal influx of heat and salt to the surface ocean box. 287	

Assuming a steady state, our temperatures and salinity can be written as,  288	

,~www TTT −=            (17) 289	

andTTT aaa ,~−=          (18) 290	
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.~SSS +=            (19) 291	

The ‘overbar’ denotes the mean solution obtained without advection, and a ‘tilde’ denotes a 292	

perturbation added to the system due to horizontal advection of mass transport into the NA 293	

surface box. We assume
T − !T( )

T
"

#
$
$

%

&
'
'<1  and 

S − !S( )
S

"

#
$
$

%

&
'
'<1 , and linearize Eqs. (7)- (16) around 294	

T and S . 295	

a. Linearization of sensible and latent heat 296	

Using the assumptions above, we linearize the temperature dependent saturation vapor pressure 297	

and Bowen ratio. From this we obtain the saturation vapor pressure as a function of the 298	

perturbation es =e0  exp Lυ / Rυ( ) 1/T0 −1/Tw − !Tw /Tw
2( )( ) . The resulting saturation vapor-mixing 299	

ratio at the ocean surface is Peq sw /* ε= , which gives us 300	

( ) ( ) *2* //// wwwsww qTRLdTdePdTdq υυε −== . 301	

We can approximate the saturation vapor-mixing ratio of air with a first order Taylor expansion, 302	

similar to Hartmann (1994). Hence, qw
* = qw

* 1+ Lυ / RυTw
2( ) !Tw( ) , where qw

*  is the saturation vapor-303	

mixing ratio at temperature Tw . Applying these relations, the corresponding Bowen ratio 304	

becomes 1/ Be =1/ Be(Tw ) 1+ Lυ / RυTw
2( ) !Tw( ) , where Be(Tw ) is the Bowen ratio at temperature 305	

Tw .  306	
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Linearization of sensible and latent heat is quite straightforward. If we use Eqs. (17) and (18), the 307	

linearized saturation mixing ratio and Bowen ratio, then the linearized latent heat equation 308	

becomes 309	

QLHE =QLHE +QLHE Lυ / RυTw
2( ) !Tw − ρaCpaChU CDERH /ChBe(Tw )( ) !Tw − !Ta( ) ,  (20) 310	

where QLHE  is latent heat due to evaporation for zero horizontal advection of heat into the NA 311	

box. Similarly we can compute the linearized sensible heat, obtaining, 312	

QSH =QSH − ρaCpaChU !Tw − !Ta( ) ,        (21) 313	

where QSH  is sensible heat released at the surface for zero horizontal advection of heat into the 314	

NA box. 315	

b. Linearization of long-wave radiation 316	

The linearization of surface and planetary long-wave radiation is done in a similar fashion. Using 317	

Eqs. (17) and (18), and removing higher order perturbation terms, the expansion of 318	

Is = εwσ Tw − !Tw( )
4
−εaσ Ta − !Ta( )

4
becomes 319	

Is = Is − 4εwσTw
3 !Tw − 4εaσTa

3 !Ta .        (22) 320	

Similarly, linearized planetary log-wave emission becomes  321	

QPLW =QPLW − 4εPσTa
3 !Ta .         (23) 322	

c. Linearization of the thermodynamic equations for the ocean and atmosphere 323	
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Here, we revisit the basic thermodynamic equations [presented in section 2b, Eqs. (8) and (9)], 324	

substituting in linearized quantities given by Eqs. (17)- (23). Assuming a steady state solution, 325	

we get for the atmosphere  326	

0 = Qswa +QLHE +QSH + Is −QPLW( )
− !Tw ρaCpaChU 1+CDERH /ChBe(Tw )( )+ 4εwσTw3 −QLHE Lυ / RυTw

2( )"
#

$
%

+ !Ta ρaCpaChU 1+CDERH /ChBe(Tw )( )+ 4εaσTa3 + 4εPσTa3"# $% .

      (24) 327	

We assume the mean energy balance for the NA Ocean box obtained without advection to be 328	

zero (i.e. 0=−+++ PLWsSHLHEswa QIQQQ ). Under such conditions, Eq. (23) reduces to 329	

( ) wa TmrT ~~
= ,           (25) 330	

where the constants ( ) ( )23 /4)(/1 wLHEwwwhDEhaa TRLQTTBeCRHCUCCpr υυσερ −++=  and 331	

( ) 33 44)(/1 aPaawhDEhaa TTTBeCRHCUCCpm σεσερ +++=  are positive. Eq. (25) implies that 332	

the atmospheric temperature perturbation, due to advective mass transport into the NA box, is 333	

directly proportional to the corresponding oceanic temperature perturbation. Therefore, an 334	

increase (decreases) in the oceanic temperature perturbation, due to advective heat flux, increases 335	

(decreases) the resulting atmospheric temperature perturbation. This cools (warms) the ocean-336	

atmosphere system in the deep-water formation region in the NA box.  Similarly, the linearized 337	

steady state oceanic heat content (given in Eq. (2.9)) becomes 338	

0 = ρwCpw / A( ) QS Ts −Tw( )+QN TN −Tw( )−FWTw"# $%

+ !Tw ρwCpw / A( )W + ρaCpaChU 1+CDERH /ChBe(Tw )( )+ 4εwσTw3 −QLHE Lυ / RυTw
2( )"

#
$
%

− !Ta ρaCpaChU 1+CDERH /ChBe(Tw )( )+ 4εaσTa3"# $% .

 (26) 339	
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The above equation can be represented as a function of deep-water formation rate (W) by 340	

substituting in for the mass fluxes, given by Eqs. (5) and (6). 341	

d. Linearization of the salt equation 342	

To linearize the salt equation we use Eq. (18) and assume the steady state condition for Eq. (15). 343	

We will write the mass flux into the NA box in terms of deep-water formation rate [See Eqs. (5) 344	

and (6)] such that the linearized salt equation becomes 345	

.       (27) 346	

e. Linearization of the convection condition 347	

Using the assumptions given in Eqs. (17) and (19), we can rewrite Eq. (16) as, 348	

!S = QS SS − S( )+QN SN − S( )−FWS"
#

$
% /W .       (28) 349	

Eq. (28) yields a closure condition, allowing us to solve for the unknowns, namely, temperatures, 350	

salinity, deep-water formation rate, and mass fluxes into the NA surface ocean box. The resulting 351	

algebraic equation is quadratic, expressed as a function of deep-water formation rate (W). We 352	

will only look for real solutions for a given freshwater flux, leaving us with two solutions for W. 353	

Only one solution produces realistic results where QN and QS are positive at all times, with the 354	

other producing a reversal flow through the Bering Strait (QN  is negative). Although one can 355	

argue that the reversal flow through the Bering Strait is possible, we initially eliminate this 356	

solution because it does not satisfy the heat exchange given in Eq. (8). Later, we will examine 357	

this reversal solution in terms of a critical freshwater flux. 358	

 359	

( ) ( )[ ] WSFSSQSSQS WNNSS /~
−−+−=
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4. Results-Open Bering Strait 360	

All six calculated variables (Tw,Ta,S,QN ,QS, and W ) are plotted versus a changing freshwater 361	

flux FW( )  in Figs. 4 and 5. Our chosen modern day climate parameters are; A =1.3x1013m2 ,  362	

,1025 3−= mkgWρ  ,25.1 3−= mkgaρ  Ch = 0.0009,  ,4000 11 −−= KkgJCPW  363	

,1030 11 −−= KkgJCPa  ,96.0=Wε  ,84.0=aε  ,1067.5 428 −−−= KmWxσ  T0 = 0
0C,  RH = 0.85,  364	

,105.2 16 −= kgJxLυ  ,461 11 −−= kgKJRυ  ,1035.1 3−= xCDE  e0 = 611kPa,  ,622.0=ε  365	

,5 1−= smU  P =1.013x105 Pa,  TS =15
0C, 	 TN =15

0C, 	 Tb =3
0C,  Tai =15

0C,  SN = 35PSU,  366	

Sb = 33.14PSU,  SS = 36.1PSU, ,108.1 14 −−= Kxα  ,108 14 −−= PSUxβ   S = 35PSU  367	

Ta =12.6
0C,  TW =16.8 0C, and  τ r!∫ dr / ρW ( fS − fN ) = 4Sv.   368	

The Coriolis parameters were evaluated at 450 S and 700 N.  An increase in freshwater flux FW( )  369	

produces a decrease in salinity S( )  at the deep-water formation region (See Fig. 5c). 370	

Furthermore, model results imply that adding freshwater decreases the ocean temperature Tw( )  371	

in the NA box, which in turn decreases the deep-water formation rate W( ) , mass influx from the 372	

South and North QN and QS( ) , atmospheric temperature above the deep-water formation region 373	

Ta( )  and the ocean-atmosphere temperature difference (Figs. 4, 5a, 5b, and 5c). Hence, a 374	

reduced AMOC (Fig. 4) implies cooling in the immediate vicinity of the deep-water formation 375	

region in the NA. This is because a decrease in the ocean-atmosphere temperature difference 376	

implies a decrease in the temperature dependent heat fluxes in the ocean and atmosphere (377	

QSH ,QLHE, Is andQPLW , see Figs. 6 and 7).   378	
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The strength of the AMOC depends on the magnitude of the freshwater flux. Therefore, there 379	

exists a maximum freshwater flux that arrests convection in the deep-water formation region in 380	

the NA Ocean. When convection stops (W=0), the flow through the Bering Strait reverses, such 381	

that mass flow is directed from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean. Hence, the mass balance 382	

becomes QS +FWC =QN ,where FWC  is the critical freshwater flux for a collapsed AMOC. Using 383	

the thermodynamic island rule, we get the following mass fluxes into the NA box from the South 384	

and North, 385	

QS = τ r!∫ dr − ρw fNFWC#
$

%
& / ρw fN − fS( ) and       (29) 386	

QN = τ r!∫ dr − ρw fSFWC#
$

%
& / ρw fN − fS( ) .        (30) 387	

The heat equation becomes 388	

( )[ ] SLHESHSWWCwNsSww IQQQTFTQTQACp −−−+−−= 0/0 ρ ,    (31) 389	

where T0  is a reference temperature taken to be 00C. As we did earlier, we employ the same 390	

linearization assumptions to derive the oceanic temperature perturbation as a function of critical 391	

freshwater flux FWC( ) .  We get 392	

0 = ρwCpw / A( ) QSTS −QNTw +FWCT0"# $%+ !TWC ρwCpw / A( )QN + r − pr /m( ) ,   (32) 393	

where  !TWC  is the oceanic temperature perturbation due to a collapsed AMOC and 394	

( ) 34)(/1 aawhDEhaa TTBeCRHCUCCpp σερ ++=  is a positive constant. The resulting salinity 395	

equation becomes 396	
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SQSQ NSS −=0 .          (33) 397	

Linearizing Eq. (33) gives us,  398	

SQSQS NSSC −= /~ ,          (34) 399	

where !SC  is the salinity perturbation for a collapsed AMOC. Now we will examine the vertical 400	

transport in the ocean. Convection stops when bottomsurface ρρ < . This constraint will give the 401	

minimum freshwater flux needed to arrest the AMOC. Substituting in for the linearized equation 402	

of state and using temperature and salinity linearization assumptions proposed in Eqs. (17) - (19), 403	

results in the following limiting condition, 404	

− !TWC > Tb −TW + β /α( ) Sb − S( )+ β /α( ) !SC .       (35) 405	

We can substitute Eqs. (29)- (34) into Eq. (35) to obtain a quadratic equation in terms of critical 406	

freshwater flux FWC( )  and look for real positive solutions. When we do this, the resulting 407	

minimum freshwater flux needed to collapse the AMOC, using our chosen modern day climate 408	

parameters, is 0.14 Sv (1 Sv =106 m3 s-1).  409	

5. Effect of zonal Atmospheric Flow- a constant Flow 410	

Atmospheric flow depends on ocean – atmosphere interactions. Although a constant zonal 411	

atmospheric flow is not realistic, to complete the discussion, we repeat the calculations presented 412	

in section 3 assuming just such a flow. Our reformulated atmospheric heat content equation (Eq. 413	

(7) from section 2b becomes,  414	

( ) PLWLHEsSHSWaaaia
aaa

aaa QQIQQTTQ
A
Cp

t
T

CpH −++++−=
∂

∂ ρ
ρ ,   (36) 415	
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where Qa is atmospheric zonal flow and Tai is the incoming air temperature (taken as 50C). 416	

Following the same assumptions presented in section 2.3 and using a constant freshwater flux of 417	

0.02 Sv, Figs. 8-9 shows the evolution of the analytical solutions (Tw, Ta, S, QN, QS, W, and Tw-418	

Ta) for an increased Qa. Increased atmospheric zonal flow brings cool air into the deep-water 419	

formation region, reducing AMOC strength and hence, reducing transport from the southern 420	

ocean (QS) and through the Bering Strait (QN). Results show a slight warming, locally, of the 421	

ocean and atmosphere. Increased atmospheric transport increases both the ocean-atmosphere 422	

temperature difference, as well as surface heat fluxes. 423	

6. Summary and Discussion 424	

We presented a simple one-dimensional coupled ocean-atmosphere model to address the 425	

question of whether a slowing of the AMOC, due to an increased freshwater flux, should cool or 426	

warm the ocean and atmosphere in the vicinity of the NA deep-water formation region.  427	

Although our model does not provide for a more realistic picture of the ocean, due to its 428	

simplicity, it does mimic aspects of it. In our energy balance coupled climate model, ocean-429	

atmosphere interactions are obtained through surface heat fluxes (section 2b), with built-in 430	

feedbacks. 431	

Our model shows similarities to SN08a, b and Nof et al., 2010, but is not identical. Starting from 432	

the assumption that the ocean is the primary source of variability internal to the NA deep-water 433	

formation region, we eliminated the Ekman mass transport coupling used in their models - 434	

known as the closure condition - by including a fixed atmosphere that only receives heat from 435	

the ocean surface and the top of the atmosphere. The closure condition used in the above-436	

mentioned models raises the question of whether transports in the coupled system are confined 437	
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only to the Ekman layers. The atmospheric component used in our coupled model incorporates 438	

the heat flux from the ocean surface (shortwave radiation, long-wave radiation, sensible heat and 439	

latent heat) and the radiation balance at the top of the atmosphere (shortwave radiation and 440	

planetary long-wave radiation). Sensible and latent heat fluxes are obtained using traditional bulk 441	

formulae, which are functions of the ocean-atmosphere temperature difference. However, since 442	

we assume that the ocean alone forces the coupled model, the atmospheric response is directly 443	

proportional to the oceanic variability (Section 3c, Eq. 25). Thus, cooling (warming) in the ocean 444	

implies cooling (warming) in the atmosphere above it. To more clearly understand this, we 445	

solved our coupled model analytically, assuming the oceanic and atmospheric variability to be a 446	

summation of a mean state obtained without oceanic advection and the variability due to 447	

advective heat transport in the ocean. This assumption is utilized to linearize the highly non-448	

linear coupled ocean - atmosphere system and thus solve it analytically.  The convection in the 449	

deep-water formation region allows conservation of mass in the surface oceanic layer. With an 450	

increased freshwater input, implying freshening in the NA deep-water formation region (Fig. 451	

5c), the oceanic layer cools (Fig. 5a) and hence, the northward mass transport is reduced (Fig. 452	

4). Resultant cooling in the ocean causes cooling in the atmosphere just above it (Fig. 5b), thus 453	

reducing the ocean-atmosphere temperature difference and heat transfer (Figs. 6 and 7).  The 454	

freshwater flux needed to arrest convection in the deep-water formation region, for our present 455	

day climate with an open Bering Strait, is found to be 0.14 Sv. This is close to typically quoted 456	

values (see, e.g. Rahmstorf, 2006).  457	

To complete the discussion, we investigated the importance of zonal atmospheric transport on 458	

the strength of the AMOC by repeating our calculations under the extreme condition of constant 459	

zonal transport. The model results show a slowing of the AMOC and a slight warming of the 460	
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ocean and atmosphere for a fixed freshwater flux.  However, as the effect is small, it suggests 461	

that atmospheric forcing is not strong enough to cause a significant change in the ocean –462	

atmosphere coupled system.  463	

The simplicity of our model eliminated the existing zonal flows in the atmosphere that absorb 464	

some of the heat released by the ocean surface. Our calculations, assuming a constant zonal 465	

atmospheric flow, suggest this temperature change to be insignificant compared to that from 466	

freshwater forcing. However, the effect of zonal flows due to the mean wind field is somewhat 467	

included in the velocity term (U) used in the bulk formula. It is therefore possible, that our 468	

chosen value for U (5 ms-1) is strong enough to include variability due to the mean wind field.  469	
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APPENDIX 476	

List of abbreviations and symbols 477	

AMOC Atlantic meridional overturning circulation 478	

NA  North Atlantic 479	

NADW North Atlantic deep water 480	

IPCC  Intergovernmental panel on climate change 481	

SSH  Sea surface height 482	

  Mean sea water density 483	

  Coriolis parameter 484	

U, V  depth integrated zonal and meridional velocities 485	

P  The depth-integrated pressure 486	

  Horizontal and meridional surface wind stress 487	

R   Frictional parameter 488	

QN, QS Equatorward upper layer mass transport through the margins, where the subscripts 489	

‘N’ and ‘S’ refer to the southern and northern margins of the Atlantic Ocean. 490	

  The cyclonic integrated wind stress along the closed path. 491	

 Freshwater flux 492	

Wρ

f

yx ττ ,

drr∫τ

WF
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W  Deep-water formation rate within the North Atlantic Ocean 493	

Ta Model atmospheric surface temperature 494	

Tw Model sea surface temperature 495	

  Absorbed atmospheric short-wave radiation 496	

  Absorbed oceanic short-wave radiation 497	

TN, TS  Incoming water temperature in the North Atlantic box. Subscripts ‘N’ and ‘S’ 498	

refer to the Northern and Southern tips. 499	

  Surface sensible heat  500	

 Latent heat 501	

  Net long-wave radiation escaped in to space, 502	

 Net long-wave flux released at the surface to the atmosphere 503	

 Atmospheric density (~ constant) 504	

 A constant scale height 505	

  Mixed ocean depth 506	

  Atmospheric specific heat capacity 507	

  Ocean specific heat capacity 508	

aSWQ

oSWQ

SHQ

LHEQ

PLWQ

sI

aρ

aH

wH

aCp

wCp
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  Transfer coefficient for temperature 509	

U  the velocity at the 10m atmospheric level 510	

  Latent heat of evaporation 511	

  Transfer coefficient for humidity 512	

,  Specific humidity. The subscripts ‘w’ and ‘a’ refer to the surface and the air at the 513	

boundary level, respectively. 514	

 The saturation vapor-mixing ratio at the surface 515	

RH Relative humidity 516	

 Surface vapor pressure 517	

  Reference vapor pressure 518	

  Gas constant 519	

  Reference temperature 520	

  Constant obtained from the ratio of Rd /Rν , Rd is the dry air constant. 521	

   Surface pressure  522	

Be   Bowen ratio 523	

   Emissivity of the sea surface and the atmosphere, respectively. 524	

hC

υL

DEC

wq aq

*
wq

se

0e

υR

0T

ε

aP

aw εε ,
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   Planetary emissivity  525	

S   Salinity  526	

v   Volume of the surface ocean box  527	

SN, SS Incoming seawater salinities in the North Atlantic box. Subscripts ‘N’ and ‘S’ 528	

refer to the Northern and Southern tips of the model domain. 529	

  Temperature of the bottom layer 530	

  Expansion coefficients for salinity 531	

 Expansion coefficients for heat 532	

  Salinity of the bottom layer  533	

 Critical freshwater flux  534	

Pε

bT

β

α

bS

WCF
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 622	

Fig 1: Temporal variability of temperatures in and around the North Atlantic Ocean over the past 623	

110,000 years (Bard, 2002). Time before present (in years) is shown on the horizontal axis. (a) 624	

Atmospheric temperature obtained from Greenland ice cores. (b) Sea surface temperatures 625	

obtained from two North Atlantic sediment cores. Temperature minima recorded prior to the 626	

Holocene (11000 years before present) are due to Heinrich events. Heinrich events reduced the 627	

strength of the AMOC and hence, cooled the NA region. An abrupt increase in temperatures at 628	

the beginning of the Holocene, is due to the opening of Bering Strait (BS) stabilizing the AMOC 629	

variability. 630	
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 631	

Fig 2: The model domain for the advective 1-D coupled air – sea model. The thermodynamic 632	

island rule calculation given in Nof, (2000) is adapted for the closed domain ABCDE. The 633	

integration of depth integrated momentum equations is performed counter clockwise along the 634	

dashed line. QS and QN are the volume transports into the Atlantic Ocean from the southern and 635	

northern boundaries (AB and CD), respectively. The rectangular box in the North Atlantic Ocean 636	

represents the deep-water formation region and W is the rate of surface water sinking. T and S 637	

are the temperature and salinity of the surface water in the deep-water formation region, 638	

respectively. TN, TS are temperatures of incoming water from the north and south, respectively. 639	

SN and SS are salinities of the incoming water from the northern and southern boundaries (AB 640	

and CD), respectively. 641	
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 642	

Fig 3: Illustration of the conceptual air – sea coupled model for the convection region in the 643	

North Atlantic Ocean, which is represented by a one-dimensional box where the mixed 644	

(oceanic) layer is physically in contact with the uniformly mixed atmospheric layer above it. Qin 645	

is net solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere; QSW is the absorbed shortwave radiation, 646	

where subscripts ‘a’ and ‘o’ refer to the atmosphere and ocean, respectively; QPLW is net long-647	

wave flux out to space QLHE is latent heat released at the ocean surface; QSH is surface sensible 648	

heat loss to the atmosphere. The oceanic mixed layer depth and atmospheric height are given by 649	

D and HA, respectively. QN and QS are volume fluxes from the southern and northern oceans, 650	

respectively. W is deep-water formation rate, Fw is freshwater flux into the deep-water formation 651	
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region, S is salinity and T is temperature. TN, TS, SN, and SS are the prescribed temperatures and 652	

salinities of the southern and Pacific Oceans, respectively. 653	

 654	

Fig 4: Change of oceanic transport with increased freshwater influx to the deep-water formation 655	

region in the North Atlantic Ocean. W is the sinking rate (AMOC) in the North Atlantic box. QS 656	

and QN are mass influx from the Southern and Arctic Oceans. Increased freshwater influx 657	

implies both a reduced AMOC, as well as a reduced transport from the North and South. 658	
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 659	

Fig 5: Evolution of the analytical solution to an increased freshwater influx for: (a) ocean 660	

temperature (top left), (b) atmospheric temperature (top right), (c) salinity (bottom left), and (d) 661	

temperature difference between the surface of the ocean and the atmosphere (bottom right). 662	

Increased freshwater influx implies cooling of the ocean and atmosphere, freshening of the ocean 663	

and a decreased ocean – atmosphere temperature difference in the deep-water formation region 664	

in the North Atlantic Ocean. 665	
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 666	

Fig 6: Atmospheric heat budget response to an increased freshwater influx. A reduced AMOC, 667	

due to an increased freshwater influx, implies a reduced heat flux at both the ocean surface and 668	

top of the atmosphere. QSH is surface sensible heat, Is is net long-wave flux released from the 669	

ocean to the atmosphere, QPLW is net long-wave radiation escaping into space and QLHE is latent 670	

heat released at the ocean surface. 671	
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 672	

Fig 7: Oceanic heat budget response to an increased freshwater influx. A reduced AMOC, due to 673	

an increased freshwater influx, implies a reduced heat flux at the ocean surface. QSH is surface 674	

sensible heat, Is is net long-wave flux released from the ocean to the atmosphere, and QLHE is 675	

latent heat released at the ocean surface. 676	
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 677	

Fig 8: Evolution of the analytical solution with a constant zonal atmospheric transport (Qa). It 678	

should be mentioned that, a constant atmospheric flow is not realistic as Qa is technically an 679	

unknown and should be determined as part of the problem. W is the sinking rate (AMOC) in the 680	

North Atlantic box. QS and QN are the mass fluxes from the Southern Ocean and through the 681	

Bering Strait, respectively. Increased advective atmospheric transport implies both a reduced 682	

AMOC and a reduced transport from the North and South. 683	
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 684	

Fig 9: Evolution of the analytical solution with constant zonal atmospheric transport (Qa). (a) 685	

Ocean temperature (top left), (b) atmospheric temperature (top right), (c) salinity (bottom left), 686	

and (d) temperature difference between the ocean and atmospheric surfaces (bottom right). 687	

Increased freshwater influx implies a slight warming of the ocean and atmosphere, freshening of 688	

the ocean, and a decreased ocean-atmosphere temperature difference in the deep-water formation 689	

region in the North Atlantic Ocean. 690	
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 691	

Fig 10: Oceanic heat budget response to an increased atmospheric mass influx. A reduced 692	

AMOC due to an increased freshwater influx, implies a reduced heat flux at the ocean surface. 693	

QSH is surface sensible heat, Is is net long-wave flux from the ocean to the atmosphere, and QLHE 694	

is latent heat released at the ocean surface. 695	
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 696	

Fig 11: Atmospheric heat budget responses to an increased atmospheric flow. A reduced AMOC 697	

due to an increased freshwater influx, implies a reduced heat flux at both the ocean surface and 698	

the top of the atmosphere. QSH is surface sensible heat, Is is net long-wave flux from the ocean to 699	

the atmosphere, QPLW is net long-wave radiation escaping into space, and QLHE is latent heat 700	

released at the ocean surface. 701	
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